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STRSCHELETZKY [1] studied the theory of the hydrodynamic equilib
rium of flows with spin. According to his theory, an incompressible fluid 
assumed to be frictionless, flowing in a straight pipe of circular cross-section 
and carrying out forward and rotary movement simultaneously, will produce 
a cylindrical parting surface in the pipe, outside of which the fluid performs 
a rotary movement according to its spin and a forward movement in accord
ance with the criteria of continuity. This range of flow , .. ill be hereinafter 
referred to as the "sound flow". Within the parting surface the axial velocity 
will be zero and the fluid will rotate like a solid body. The range of the fluid 
flow in rotary movement will hereinafter be termed "eddy core". 

Applying the Euler-JJloupertuis principle, Prof. STRSCHELETZKY states 
that fluid cannot flow unless it is in a hydrodynamic equilibrium, viz. the 
time integral of the kinetic energy of the medium - the so-called effect integral 
- is at a minimum. From this fact it follows that the modification of the 
characteristics ,,,'hich determine the state of equilibrium (for instance, the 
radius of the parting surface), by a differential value, the value of the' effect 
integral remains unchanged. 

Assuming stationary flow and that at a certain distance from the entry, 
the distribution of velocity and pressure in the pipe measured in the meridio
nal section becomes constant, the flow characteristics in this problem are 
independent of the time t and the coordinate z. 

Assuming furthermore that the said parting surface may actually form, 
let us write the effect integral of the flo'w in two steps. 

a) The effect integral for a fluid ring extending from the parting sur
face to the pipe wall, of a length .Jl, can be written in the following form: 

d. ~2", 'R c2 

1'1 I Q(rdc(drJl)--;;-dt 
'-' t1 ...... 0 .. / ri -

(1) 

According to our assumption, there is a complete symmetry III the 
meridional section and the flow parameters are independent of cp. Thus, after 
integration with respect to cp and t, we obtain: 
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(2) 

The resultant velocity C of the medium in flo"w consists of two compo
nents, the meridional velocity Cll and the axial velocity Ca-

Assuming constant spin r of the flow medium along the radius, the 
distribution of the meridional velocity along the radius is determined by: 

~ .--.--

r 
Cll =--

27rr 

Sound flow 
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Eddy core 

Hub ratio: V = :~ 

Fig. 1. Sketch of the location of the eddy core 

The axial velocity can be calculated according to the formula: 

Q 
Ca = __ ..2........ __ 

n(R2 - rr) 

The resultant velocity is obtained from the components: 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

From the volume of the cylinder of length Jl, the value of Jl can be 
expressed as: 

Jl = __ J_I _V __ 
n(R2 - r7} 

Introducing the relations (5) and (6) into Eq_ 2, we obtain 

(6) 
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After integration: 

(7) 

b) The effect integral for the eddy core can be written in a similar ",,-ay: 

Integration with respect to t and q;: 

The spin (r = 2;rric,,) on the parting surface determines a meridional 
velocity (c u) from which the angular yelocity of the eddy core can be calcu
lated: 

whence 

c . 
c.) = -"-' 

ri 

Cui 
Cu = r·-

ri 

Substituting the cu; value obtained from the spin, we arrive at the follow
ing correlation: 

r 
c =r--

u ?? :./;cri 

However, in the eddy core the velocity c is equal to Cu' Accordingly, 
the effect integral will be 

Ib = _~~~(t2-=-_tl)r2_sr; r3 dr 
4:n: rt 0 

Integration yields: 

(8) 

The effect integral relating to the entire flow will be equal to the sum 
of the effect integrals of the two flo'w ranges: 
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Now, that ri value for which the effect integral is at its mInImUm, must 
be determined. This condition can be determined from the relation 

dI = 0 
dr; 

dIb 
Since however, Ib is independent from /"i, -- IS a priori equal to zero 

dr; 

and the equation 

dIk = 0 
dT; 

determines the resolution of the problem. 
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Fig. 2. Variation of the relative eddy core radius as a function of _QrR 
According to what 'went before, we have obtained the following result: 

----------------------------
Q 1 1 l' R )~ r [. ri ')2] R [ , T; '~J 

FR = 2 • 21~ II -]i -ln~ 1 -I]i) (9) 

Q T' 
Fig. 2 shows the variations of--- as a function of---'- on the basis of 

FR R 
relationship. 

Rendering the values dimensionless, the experimental results obtained 

by two different methods can .he compared. 
By the analysis of the second differential quotient of the effect integral, 

it can be proved that the function actually has a minimum at the point under 

study. 
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However, the idea may arise that more than one parting surfaces 1vould 
evolve in the pipe. It might be assumed that another parting surface would 
develop between the pipe wall and the sound flow and cause an eddy ring, 
similar to the eddy core, to form between the pipe wall and medium, respec
tively, that an arbitrary number of eddy rings would evolve in the pipe. 

To prove that no eddy rings can come about apart from the eddy core, 
we may write down the effect integrals for the assumed cases. Their sum 

eddying partmg surface 
ieddy core 1_. ___ r.;efrect of wall friction 

+ea 

, -Ca 
T 

Fig. 3. Distribution of axial velocity with friction 

eddying parting surface 
. eddy cor~ / , . .r--effect of wall friefion 

i - , 

rCu 

R 

Fig. 4. Distribution of spin with friction 

will be found to exceed the value of the effect integrals written above and 
according to the Euler-lVIoupertuis principle, no more parting surface or eddy 
rings can form. 

The velocity distribution prevailing in the flow of ideal, frictionless 
medium described by STRSCHELETZKY, will change in frictional cases, as 
illustrated in Figs 3 and 4. 

With a frictional medium, in place of the theoretical parting surface, 
an eddy layer of increasing thickness will evolve as indicated in Fig. 5. 

Experience has shown that in direction z, i.e. along the pipe axis, flow 
becomes constant at a distance 3 D from the device causing the spin. 

As a result of friction, there will be no sharp transition between the 
velocity of the eddy core and that of the sound flo-w. 
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Fig. 5. Eddying layer in frictional media 
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Fig. 6. Schliinkes' test setup with radial cascade 
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Fig. 7. Schliinkes' test setup with axial cascade 

1. Experimental results 

SCHLUNKES [1] verified the theory of rotation symmetric flow with 
constant spin by expcriments. In a series of systematic experiments he exam
ined the behaviour of two media, air and water, with respect to the formation 
of eddy core. SCHLUNKES' experimental setup consisted of a guide cascade, 
an adjoining cylindrical measuring pipe, and an axial fan (Figs 6 and 7). 

Axial and radial blades were used for the cascades. However, the radial 
cascade proved unreliable in test, it being unfit to ensure a stationary state 
and produced an asymmetric oscillating eddy about the pipe axis. 

Although the experiments with axial blades confirmed an eddy core to 
exist, its radius as measured by SCHLUNKES was always slightly smaller than 
the calculated value. 

SCHLUNKES found axial guide vanes likely to produce a flow closely 
approximating the theoretical one, since these produce spin at the given radius 
and permit adherence to the calculated values. 

The central part of the axial cascade is a hub; partly because at this 
point the high degree of deflection for a constant spin cannot be achieved 
anyway and partly to serve for fixing the blades. 
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The hub in SCHLUNKES' experiments terminated at a short distance 

behind the plane of the cascade. 
The idea "was propounded that the fundamental factor causing the part

ing surface to evolve, was the separation behind the hub, while the flow 
behind the separation became regularized according to the above outlined 

laws. 
It was therefore necessary to carry out experiments in which there 

existed no factor to cause separation. 
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Fig. 8. Schematic layout of the setup in tests 

Our test rig differed from the one used by SCHLUNKES in that the huh 
of the device producing spin extended along the full length of the pipe. The 
hub radius had of course to be smaller than that of the parting surface calcu
lated from the parameters of the test rig. 

Fig. 8 shows the schematic layout of the test rig. Spin was produced by 
a conventionally dimensioned arched cascade. Since experience showed the 
final flow pattern to evolve at a distance 3 D, the gaugcs were located accord

ingly. 
The pipe acting as huh extending along the full length of the rig, was 

suspended by steel wires. This method of fixing caused a minimum of flow 
resistance and its impact on the readings was like"wise negligible. 

SCHLUNKES determined the flow volume from the velocity pattern evolved 
in the flow with spin. To he independent of the uncertainties inherent 
with the determination of average spin flow velocities, the quantity measure-

5 Periodic. Polytechnica ~1 13/1. 
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ments were carried out in the deliyery pressure hub, along the standard pro
cedure. 

Fig. 8 shows the main dimensions of the structural elements, and the 
location of the measuring pointE. 

Lacking a suitable gauge for the rather complicated job, we used a four
tuhe velocity-direction probe of our o"wn design, calibrated at the laboratory 
of the Department of Fluid ::Vlechanics of the Technical University, Budapest. 

In spite of the fact that in the flow of a real medium a thick eddying 
layer is forming, instead of the theoretically determined parting surface, 

~o'o'O 

Po 

1999 
Q = 0,603m%ec 
r = 6,7fm%ec 
R=O,3m 

Od!;? '--_____ .J.R-',o/:.:.,q _______ ~ _________ ~ £. 

0, 0,1 0,2 0,3 0. If 0,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 o,g 1,0, R 

Fig, 9. Distribution of the total pressure 

the charts compiling test findings unambiguously indicate the evolution of 
an eddy core in accordance "with the theoretical assumption. 

Let us examine no\',- the findings of our experiments and see what eonclu
sions can he drawn concerning the determination of the radius ri. 

a) Fig. 9 shows the curye Po =--= f " ~ ). It is ohvious that, assuming 

frictionless flow, the total pressure in the range of sound flow "will be con8tant 
hut it will paraholically decrease in the eddy core and so, the theoretical 
ClUye will sho"w a hreak at the parting surface. 

In actual flow the friction arising in the eddy ring near the houndary 
layer causes a drop in the total pressure. As a result, instead of a sudden drop 
of the total pressure at the parting surfacc radius, a gradual transition will 

. d' h f ' Pt anse, accor lng to t e unctIOn--
Po 

b) The safest to determine the location of the parting surface 18 the 

(
" CIl ") ( l' ) 

eurn "Ca theor" = f ,R (Fig. 10). 

According to the la-ws of ideal flow, ell starting from zero in the eddy 
core, will increase linearly to its maximum at the l'i then hyperbolically de
crease in the region of sound flow. 
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Aho the function ---"-. -') = f ('~l determined by measurement;;; under 
Ca ineor , . R . 

real conditions shows 
( 

Cu ') ;;;imilar properties. The maximum of IS at 
Ca tlleDr . 

r 

R 
0.39. 

c) Fig. II illustrates the ratio of the measured to the projected spin 
as a function of the ratio between the stationary (r2)T and the moving radii. 

r 
-While in sound flow the value of _ corresponding to constant spin 

rtlleor 
remains unchanged in the eddy core it shows a parabolic regression due to its 
rotation as a solid body. The result shows that outside the eddy core and 
excepted the layer immediately at the wall, a constant spin was maintained. 

3* 
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d) If a frictional medium is made to flow-and even more particularly 
in case of vigorous mixing-it is inconceivable that axial velocity at the 
parting surface should suddenly drop to zero. It may by expected-and this 
was confirmed by our measurements (Fig. 12) - that velocity decreases gra
dually, over a wide range. Nevertheless, this curve did not permit to draw 

numerical conclusions. 
Along the external wall, the effect of wall friction is manifest in each 

curve, and it is possible to determine the thickness of the layer disturbed 
by friction. Assuming a disturbed layer of similar thickness also near the hub, 
it did not affect the determination of the radius of the parting surface. 

~1 ,------.--r---,--~---~~~----_.-~ 
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0'8~--~-_+~1_'----~-~--,_---·---------~ 

0'71_-~--~_+-----~'---~---r-------·---------

flb/fli 
0,3L---'---------~'-------~----------__________ _L __ ~ r 

0, 0,1 0,2 0,3 o,~ 0,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9 1,0 R 
Fig. 12. Distribution of axial yelocity 

On the basis of the measurement results we may concludc that in the 
case of flo'w 'Iith spin, a parting surface exists, or better, in case of a frictional 
medium, the boundary surface transforms into a parting surface, in confor

mity ,vith real circumstances. 
On ground of the examination of the flow characteristics in radial direc

tion, it may finally be stated that in our experimental setup featured by the 

given parameters (Fig. 9), the radius of the parting surface, 
R 

IS 0.39. 

The value of ~ was determined in two ways. The first process was 
TR 

the following: 

Q fR dQ 1 fR ca 
TR = Rb TR = R Rb -;: dr 

According to the other process, the individual factors were calculated 
separately; as a consequence, the value of circulation calculated ,.,-ith the 
formula 
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and the value of Q measured on the orifice were taken into consideration. 

Calculations have proved that the value of r~ fairly approximates the 

theory. 
Ti 

Also the value of as derived from the tests and the theoretical one 
R 

plotted in Fig. 2, respectively, are in good agreement. 
From experience we have formed the view that for the further eluci

dation of the phenomenon, experiments should be performed with the hub 
rotating at a given circumferential speed, since this "would enable to eliminate 
the effect of the hub friction on the distribution of the velocity Cu along the 
radius. 

2. Restrictions of the hub dimensions in axial fans 

The theory outlined in Chapter 1 may have an influence on the dimension
ing of the hub of axial-flow machines operating according to the Ruler principle. 

It may be assumed that the eddy core evolves gradually along the blades 
causing spin, and may produce losses through disturbing the flow as soon 
as hetween the blades. 

It is obvious from what went before that in machines with axial flow, 
eddy currents must be prevented from forming hy applying a hub of due 
size. The radius of a correctly dimensioned hub is equal to, or greater than, 
the calculated eddy core radius. 

Let us see whether the conventional method of dimensioning can reliably 
prevent the formation of an eddy core. 

The conventional method of determining the huh dimensions takes 
one single point into consideration: to prevent the separation of flo"w near 
the hub. Namely, from the velocity triangles drawn for the wheel, it is obvious 
that, for instance with axial-flow fans and pumps, relative velocity decreases 
while passing h~tween the blades. On the other hand, a deceleration is known 
to be permissible up to a certain limit only, without involving the risk of 
separation. Since - as will be seen later - the rate of deceleration increases 
toward the huh, the aim of dimensioning is to determine hub dimensions so 
that no separation arises even in case of a maximum drop of speed at the hub. 

Fig. 13 shows the inlet and outlet velocity triangles of the blade of an 
axial-flo'w fan on two different radii. 

In the design of fans it is customary to assume a constant increase of 
the total pressure (.JP!) along the blade. It follows from Euler's equation 
relating to the axial-flow fan 
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that the requirement of constant total pressure along the radius cannot he 
met unless the velocity component derived from the blade circulation (Jc l1 ) 

increases proportionally ·with the radius decrease. 
On hand of the velocity triangles it is obvious that, due to the combined 

effect of decreasing circumferential velocity and increasing JC l1 for an other
wise identical axial velocity, the rate of relative deceleration will increa;;;p in 

the direction of the huh. 

Fig. 13. Variation of the velocity triangles along the blade 

In accordance with the conventional dimensioning of axial-flow fans [2], 
relative deceleration can be confined by limiting the value 

1{,~ sin (p", ..L 6) 
(10) 

In fans ·with a sufficiently large hlade pitch 0.9 where thus the 

effect of cascade is negligihle (i.e. the blades of which can he regarded as iso

lated aerofoils), the upper limit suggested empirically for the value of [+ Cl JllIb' 
IS 0.6 to 0.65. 

:Making use of the flow coefficient q; = (.~) interpreted for axial-flow 
UIe 

fans, as well as the pressure coefficient 

and using the value 

11'= 
Q ry 

-lli{ 
2 

Rb 
V=--

R 
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of the hub ratio [_1_ Cj] can be calculated in the following manner: 
t hllD 

1 

U:vf 
(ll) 

In this relation signs and - refer to the axial-flow fan with and 
without prerotation, respectively. 

It can be established from Eg. (ll) that with a fan characterized by a 

given cp and lp, the limit[-l- cjJ < 0.65 can be ensured by a suitably chosen 
t hllb 

hub ratio. To determine this suitable hub ratio, equation (ll) is rearranged: 

r 2 [ 11(. 12 
, = \ 'I" • ! : • 2p I 4 

r 116-
lp2 

L 

(12) 

Relation (12) was plotted in Fig. 14 with the hub ratio J' as ordinate, 

and~, the quotient from t·wo dimensionless quantities as abscissa and the 
1jJ 

pressure coefficient 1/' as parameter. 
The curves with continuous and with dashed lines refer to fans without 

and with prerotation, respectively. As seen, under otherwise identical condi
tions prerotation acts fayourably on the relatiye hub dimensions. 

On the basis of the theory expounded in Chapter 1, the preyention of 
eddy core emerges as a new requirement in the determination of the hub 
dimensions. 

The conditions of eddy core formation in axial-flow fans, can best be 

followed bv expressing the value of '~by the known dimensionless value . ~ rR . 
r· 

and the relative radius _1 • According to the above criteria, the numerator 
1jJ R 

ri, representing the radius of the eddy core, must be equal to the hub radius 

(Rb), since the denominator is the external fan radius, so the term 
R 

is 

identical with the relative hub ratio applied in the preceding part. 

And now, turning to the dimensionless quantities, the term ~ may be rR 
written in the follo'w'ing form: 
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Substituting Eq. (13) into the relation (9), we obtain 

(14) 

Fig. 15 shows the dependence of the hub ratio on 
1p 

The curve indicates that the hub dimension needed to prevent the for-

mation of eddy core decreases considerably with increasing ~ -- regardless 
1p 

of the numerical values of (p and lp. 
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0,1 0,2 0,3 0./1 0.5 0,8 1,0. 2,0 3,0. 4,0 5.0 80 ID 1// 

Fig. 14. Curves indicating the range of separation 

According to the above it may be stated that the correct way to deter
mine the dimensions of the hub of axial-flow fans is to take both restricting 
conditions simultaneously into consideration. Since in the restricting conditions 
the hub ratio had been represented by the same characteristics, so both curves 
can readily be illustrated in a common system. This, in turn, will make it 
possible to determine which of the curves will be the limiting one under the 
given conditions. Thus, in dimensioning, in possession of er: and lp the correct 
hub ratio can be chosen without difficulty. 

Fig. 16 is a common diagram of the curves of both limiting factors. 

It appears that for lower ~ values the condition to prevent an eddy 
1p 

core will determine the hub ratio, while for higher values the condition 

to prevent separation will be determinant for the hub dimensions. 
We have examined a number of different fans in use to check on the 

correctness of the dimensions of their hubs. 

The characteristic values were found to be within a range so that 
1jJ 

even the conventional process of hub design precluded eddy core formation. 
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This, however, does not mean that no special fans could, or would, be built 
"With hubs dimensioned according to the new theory. 
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Fig. 15. Curve defining prevention of eddy core from forming 
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Fig. 16. Chart for the determination of the relative hub dimensions 

The new phenomenon may have a particular significance in turbines 
where the pressure drop eliminates risk of separation and therefore the dimen
sions of the hub depend solely on the condition to prevent eddy cores from 
forming. 

The problem is naturally far from being finally solved. Due to its novelty, 
it leaves many questions unanswered and calling for further investigation. 
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It would be useful, first of all, experimentally to determine the loss of effi
ciency due to eddy core formation and elucidate the effect on the eddy core 
of the compressibility of the medium. 

Q 
r 
I 
R 

c 

i 
a 
theor 
k 

rate of flo'" 
spin 
value of the effect integral 
external radius 
eddy core radius 
hub radius 
velocitv of flow 
axial v~locitv 
meridional ,:elocity 

Symbols 

circumferential veiocity of the impeller 
relative inlet velocity 
relative outlet velocftv 
theoretical velocity of attack on the blade profile 
absolute inlet velocity 
absolute outlet velocity 
circumferential velocit), component determined by the blade circulation 
density of the flow medium 
total pressure 
increase of total pressure 
environmental pressure 
dynamic pressure 
flow coefficien t 
pressure coefficient 
relative hub dimensions 
angle included between It·,,, and 1I 

reciprocal gliding ratio 

Subseripts 

values for the parting surface radius 
values for the hub radius 
theoretical or calculated values 
physical characteristics for a radius R 

Summary 

During flo\\' in cylindrical pipes with constant spin. an eddy core tends to form which 
does not take part in the mass transfer. In axial-flow machines the formation of an eddy core 
is undesirable and must be prevented by applying a hub of suitable dimensions. The diagrams 
presented in the paper are suitable for the direct determination of the hub ratio in axial
flow fans, with due consideration of all limiting factors. 
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